[Surgical methods of covering head soft tissues defects].
Posttraumatic and post-excisional head soft tissue defects represent a challenge for the plastic surgeon due to the functional and esthetic impact of this body area. Choosing the simplest way of covering a defect is many times the most efficient way, but it must deliver a good tissue cover and their aspect and function must simulate the characteristics of that area. This article is proposing to be a brief description of all these procedures, informing and being necessary for every general surgeon. The methods of covering head soft tissues defects specific to plastic surgery will be presented in a ladder way from simple to complex, that means from the simple skin graft to island flaps and the tissues transfers. Choosing a right procedure refers to the etiopathogeny, and the length and width of the defect. We shall present advantages and disadvantages of each procedure, indications and their limits, giving specific clinical cases. We shall present the results for each type of procedure also, giving specific arguments for our option. We'll insist on the functional reconstruction of the lids, nose and cheek, as single defects and on the surgical limits which come upon very large soft tissue defects. Due to the complexity of the head structures, either single or complex, and to the functional and esthetic impact of these soft tissue defects, we consider this paper to be a real benefit. It is very important to choose the right procedure, considering all the factors who are implicated (sex, age, general condition, etiopathogeny, the length and width of the defect, previous treatments, patient wish, etc).